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An introduction to bespoke
signage company, Fast Graphics.
Tony Bates created Fast Graphics in 2003
oﬀering an exceptional service throughout
Nottingham then expanding nationwide to provide
high quality bespoke signage.
As the business grew the Fast Graphic team were
using traditional phone methods. They knew
they’d need to adapt as the business changed and
grew, they needed a virtual receptionist to direct
their calls for them allowing the team so stay
productive.
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We originally approached WigWag
knowing we had to adapt our phone
system to something much more
dynamic and reliable.

“

For me I faﬀed around over VOIP for a long time, I
knew I should change to a VOIP system but now I
ﬁnd I haven’t got time, I didn’t really understand
what it was and how do I do it.

”

- Tony Bates, Company Director
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took part in our…
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CUT YOUR PHONE BILL CHALLENGE.

When we were told it was a month on month
contract we almost didn’t believe it.

“

We were all so scared of signing up so when we were told that it was
a month on month contract, we almost didn’t believe it.
It still surprises us the service is as good as it is, as the system has done
absolutely everything you’ve said it would. Not all phone companies
can say that about themselves.
- Tony Bates, Company Director

“

”

Once we’d done all the calculations we worked out that Fast Graphics
were saving £94.79 a month. A total of £1137.48 a year!
- Michael, Business Development, WigWag
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The WigWag Cloud app reassured us
we’d never miss a call.

“

I know my mobile app will ring no matter if I’m in
or out of the oﬃce. This knowledge will always
allow me to have the ﬂexibility of working
remotely as and when I need to.

”

- Tony Bates, Company Director
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The installation was completely seamless and went
as smooth as possible.

“

Fast Graphics knew very speciﬁcally what they were looking for, which for
us was great. When we carried out our site inspection they already had an
existing network in place. Rather than changing any of this we tested this
and made sure our system would work with it all. Following the
installation of the phones we transferred over the number making a
completely seamless switchover, all carried out by ourselves so not to
disrupt the business and it’s incoming calls. All Fast Graphics had to do was
give us the go ahead.

”

- Michael, Business Development, WigWag

“

You were honest, said it’s not just about your services as much
as it is with our current oﬃce setup, but the installation all
went as smooth as possible.
- Tony Bates, Company Director
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For us the WigWag Cloud dialer is so
important to synchronise contacts
between the ofﬁce and engineers on
the road.

“

With our staﬀ working in the oﬃce as well as
remotely - installing our signage, having all our
company contacts saved onto both the Chrome app
and mobile app allows the whole team to contact
our customers.

”

- Tony Bates, Company Director
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‘Cloud Contacts’
Enter a number or
search the cloud
contacts and press
‘Dial’.
Simply pick up the
receiver on your
desk phone to
automatically call.

‘Dial’ Pick up the
handset on the
desk phone to
make the
outgoing call.

More features…. we think you’re going to love!

Key Features | Answer Phone

Answer Phone
Please leave your message after
the tone...*BEEP*
Missed a phone call from that important client?
Don’t panic, our answer phone feature allows
callers to leave a message.
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Get your answer phone
messages straight to
your emails

Key Features | Virtual Receptionist

Get a virtual receptionist
Virtual
Receptionist
Press 1 for the best team in the
ofﬁce.
Say hello to the accounts team, technical help,
marketing manager or whichever department
or person you want to connect to by setting up
call options.
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“Press 1 for an engineer”
“Press 2 for accounts”
Organise where your call go
through to automatically.

Key Features | Call Recording

Call Recording
Enable and disable the call
recording feature when and where
you need it.
Missed a phone call from that important client?
Don’t panic, our answer phone feature allows
callers to leave a message.
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Can’t remember what
jobs were agreed?
No pen to write down the detail?

Enable call recording
Play the call back later.

Did you know? We are so conﬁdent…..

We take care of the whole switching process.

We just need the go ahead from you!

We are WigWag, a Digital Communication Company
providing business VOIP telephone systems.
We’ll work with you to create the perfect communication plan,
all in a month on month contact.
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